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Harley-Davidson. Model Sportster. I acquired this machine a few months ago, and brought it
back to stock form, from race trim, using the parts that came with it. The pictures showing the
stock parts as found are the ones used on this machine, there is not a extra set. The original
owner bought this machine new in New York, and campaigned it successfully at Englishtown
drag strip and at Atco drag strip, racking up at least 6 documented class wins in Pro Stock. It
was then parked in The original new York inspection sticker is still on the fork tube, The Kendall
and S-K tools stickers were due to them being track sponsors in that period. I started it 2 days
after it was recovered, and it is running on the original points and plugs, which was
accomplished with only a carb clean and fluid change, and it is still running and you can drive it
home on the original plugs and points. I will also supply a new set of points, condenser, etc.
The spares that will be included, pictures are within the link I will provide which include the
original owners track side tool box , NOS spokes, ONE SET factory shock tool, some hand made
tools of his, NOS cam cover or primary screws, and too many other numerous spares to list.
Some of these are NOS spark plugs, around 5 or 6 3 NOS countershaft sprockets, , NOS carb
rebuild kit, all of the race parts I removed, the original front tire, the drag slick, the machined
aluminum struts, drag pipes, the owners running notes and notebook, the service manual, the
spare parts book, and the supplement. I will also include as much of I can from my stock of

engine gaskets. All the indicator lights are functional. I replaced a couple of the lenses with NOS
ones. It is charging properly, shifts and clutches properly as well, and does not smoke. I
removed the spark plugs to inspect the cylinders, and with the pistons TDC, it shows new
pistons with no visible carbon. See the owners notes about Dytch piston fitment. I can not
guarantee these are Dytch pistons, as I did not disassemble any part of the motor, but what I
see leads me to believe they are. I also suspect cams, a racing clutch, and stroker flywheels
again see the notations the original owner noted in the bore and stroke specifications photo,
where he noted a different bore and stroke next to the factory specs. The original key switch
was inop, Still has factory paper isolator intact on the back side of it. No wires were cut, and the
original dis- assembled switch and the replacement original I bought are also included. The
paper disc isolator is still intact behind the rear brake light switch, as well as the yellow dot on
the carb factory marked. I installed a new air filter, 2 tires and tubes, and a new headlight bulb,
and new battery. I chose to leave the patina as best I could , while waxing as much of it as well,
to preserve it as is. There is a 2 inch nick in the very back of the seat shown in pics , not
through to the foam, It is my opinion, this machine would score the high 90's if judged, and will
win your local show hands down. The title was transferred Monday last week, and a copy kept
of the original. I have written a log of all I have done as well, as well as extra photographs of it in
progress. If you are interested in purchasing, please feel free to contact me. The NADA blue
book is The video of it running has some lag in the sound due to being too close with the
camera microphone. It does rev quite nicely. The head gaskets show a little seepage, but all it
may need is torqued down, I was focused on making it start. I will add a complete top end
gasket set to be sure if it needs it you have. I will consider doing that myself if some
arrangement is made, contact me for details. In reality, though, re-gasketing a top end is a
no-brainer It is, in essence, a time capsule. I am not accepting any trades. Please contact me
with your email for a video of it running the first 2 days it was recovered. Thank you for looking,
I hope you enjoy. This was 2 days after I purchased this year. While it has received many
updates, it is mechanically 42 years old and is sold without warranty. Buyer is responsible for
shipping I will assist in anyway I can. YouTube video link below. NOTE: video is long and takes
a little while to load up. This is a 36deg F cold start with choke half-on. Running complete Harley
Sportster that needs some love. Think of it as a titled running project. Electric startGreat tires -Nearly new Dunlop rear and nearly new Kenda frontAll chrome is pitting and rustyCarb needs to
be rebuilt or at the very least cleaned out. Starts, runs and with some tweeking I've got it idling
nicely. Power band is still not perfect as I think the carb needs a good cleanout or rebuild.
Clutch drags a little -- when in 1st gear it wants to creep forward when you have the clutch
pulled in. Most old Harleys do this with stock type clutches and I would suggest adjusting the
clutch to help reduce this. Shifts through all gears. I could see this being the start of a cool
bobber or chopper project. Hardtail kits are widely available in bolt on or weld on versions. Are
use shorter shocks in the rear. All kinds of options are out there. All sales final. Sold as is,
where is. Suggest you come and look at it before you buy. Once it is paid for you can come get
it at your leisure. Free storage for up to 90days. Cheap fun. Feel free to call or text anytime
twentyfour but please note -- if you call with an unlisted number I will not answer. I can make the
item ready for shipping by draining fluids. All shipping arrangements must be made by the
buyer. I can not transport, crate, or otherwise prepare the motorcycle for shipping. Thanks and
happy bidding! Five years ago I broke my back doing a swan drive off a roof and landing on my
head. The restoration was never intended to be total stock but instead to do something that
would recognize all the Service Men foreign or domestic who fought and are fighting for our
freedom. I was hoping it would not cost me too much to accomplish Hell I was wrong. As I
started to dismantle the bike I discovered bad and good parts which could or could not be used
again. The only way I figured I could save money was to do all the work myself. I decided that I
first better take a Motorcycle Tech course, which I did online Thanks Penn Foster. Once started
it seemed to be a never ending story. The further I got into the project the more complicated it
got. I had to do lots of research, purchases lots of parts, lots of special tools and have lots of
patience. This bike is a frame up restoration with some modification and additions. The top end
has been rebuilt, rings. The bike starts and runs real well, with great throttle response. I have
two large boxes of spare parts, included but not limited to, gaskets, stock parts, bearings, foot
pegs, switches, etc Was in storage from to with only 2, miles on it. Brought back to running
condition in This bike has been in my family since Minnesota winters limit us to alot of riding so
it has spent most of its life in the garage. Here are the highlights: 1. Fatbob tanks with custom
gas caps. Wide glide front end with dual front disc brakes. New Mustang seat. Have backrest
also. Tires are new. Less than miles on them 6. Braided fuel lines 7 Electric start. As you can
see and are aware, far from stock. Bike color is Porsche Indian Red. Custom made tail light
bracket and seat extension bracket. Current Tabs. Four 4 speed right drive. Aftermarket oil

pressure gauge on head Lots of extra chrome all around the motor. My friend works at chrome
shop Saddle bags in excellant shape and retanned. Tool bag in front too. Clear Minnesota title.
Buyer must arrange their own shipping along with quotes. I will help on my end any way I can.
Remaining balance in 3 business days, unless other arrangements are made and agreed too. If
you have any questions I will do my best to answer them. To be clear, the mileage stated is appx
at 10, That is what is showing on the speedo today. My brother bought it in with 7, miles on the
speedo. I placed the beach bars and the new seat on the bike in Runs great and has been taken
care of. I'm selling cause I have too many projects in the works and short of room.. Thanks
everyone for looking!! Have a great day!!! On Aug at PDT, seller added the following
information:. It has both elect and kick start. This bike is in pretty poor condition. I have never
riden it because it needs repairs. It may be more suitable for a chop or part out. Needs a clutch
cable, battery, re-seat the front tire. It does run. It is loud enough to bring the police. Overall the
cosmetic is poor. Chrome, paint all need love. The tires are fine, no rust. Bike purchased in NH ,
no title used in NH. I have never registered the bike. I have all the purchase paperwork and
confirmed with the NH dealer. I am told by wiley bike traders how to do it, but I have no interest
in doing anything with it. I live in NJ and the process is complicated and since I got the bike as
repayment of a debt and have no intention of riding a suicide shift bike- I just dont want to go
thru the effort. Model Sportster Runs great. Comes with extra engine and many spare parts.
Jagg oil cooler, O ring chain, Kevlar clutch runs great. New 2-tone chrome horn, battery,
mirrors, wiring, speedo-dash, generator, tires and brakes. Show stopping real Bikers bike. Will
consider trade. Grants Pass, OR. Williamsburg, VA. Burnet, TX. Fairbury, IL. Easton, PA. Olmos
Park, TX. Cheyenne, WY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Xlch
Sportster. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Harley-Davidson ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Harley Davidson and the U.
Additional information needed to complete the Ironhead chart 1. The following links are
presented for your reading enjoyment. There is no claim of accuracy for the information
presented in the destination links. Sportster Model Years in Production. Sportsters
Specifications by Specific Year. Online Links to Sportster History Information. These listings are
under construction and incomplete at this time so please excuse our progress. We would like to
hang a picture of your 'factory original' ride in the catalog pages. You must own the pictures in
order for us to use them. Please provide year, model and any small modifications that deviate
from factory conditions. Below is a summary of the progression of early to present day
Sportsters. Included here are general year model changes from models to engines, tires etc. For
detailed information on a specific year model go to: Year-by-Year Listing of Sportsters. This
book does have some errors in it and as the errors are found, they are corrected. Click on the
wording lit up in blue for further information on the relevant subjects. Speedometer designed
into the sheet metal of the fork shroud. Fuel tank capacity 4. Oil tank 3 quarts located under the
seat on the right side using a recirculating oiling system. Stellite-faced free rotating 9 exhaust
valves. The early 57s didn't use rocker bushings. Tappet rollers had no needles Hard faced
skidshoe. Tank emblem: Round plastic disc with 2 silver and red quadrants with Red
Harley-Davidson name over it, press riveted to the tank. Paint Colors : Production Information :
New countershaft drive and 2nd gears including a new spacer between them, new C-2nd gear
thrust washer. New sprocket cover includes a filler cap washer. Camshaft gears became
integrated with the camshafts, eliminating the need for a woodruff key. Tank emblem redesign
to a round plastic disc with two gold and two black quadrants with a red 'Harley Davidson' over
it. New model XLH : H designates High compression was introduced with all the features of the
XL and higher compression with the same weight of lbs but running 55 horsepower at 6, RPMs.
New 2-brush 6V generator A Peanut gas tank 2. Tank emblem is a large 'V' with a checkered flag
in and between the name Harley Davidson in the area behind. Same shocks as XLCH
Compression ratio 9. HD implements a service manual program consisting of a master service
manual dealer only item covering the complete model line and manuals for individual models
that anyone could buy. Sheet metal nacelle headlamp with new Trip-O-Meter speedometer
mounted in the nacelle. Arrow-Flite tank emblem designed with an oval red ball behind a
chromed arrow with 'Harley Davidson' name in red on arrow shaft. Magneto Ignition System
mounted in a fixed position producing advanced spark timing onlyâ€”â€” Harley Davidson
purchases half of the bike division of the Italian Aermacchi Company. HD International HDI is
established to provide better control in the overseas market of their motorcycles and
accessories. Tetramethyl lead introduced as an additive to automotive fuel which changed the
face of Tetraethyl lead in place since Sprint models are on assembly line at the Varese, Italy
factory. Introduction of the Sprint model. Standard dual double duty seat and a new tank decal,
long oval containing a long pointed star divided into four quadrants with the name 'Harley

Davidson' across the top. H-D recognizes the rising relevance of fiberglass in motorcycle
production, and begins manufacturing its own components. As a result, the Tomahawk Division
is established. The Sportster part number is Sprocket teeth for all models: Clutch - 59, Rear
Wheel - 51, Engine - XLH transmission sprocket - 21 teeth, High gear ratio - 4. XLCH
transmission sprocket - 20 teeth, high gear ratio - 4. New Smith tachometer on late models. It
was recommended to install these in previous year Sportsters. The Tomahawk Division is
established and is operational as a Harley-Davidson facility by Not long after production, it was
found advisable to reinstate the 3rd gear ratio gear sets starting with engine 63XLCH and lower
numbers , , , , , , , , and The new higher gear ratios are not listed in the Parts Catalog. A new
style starter pedal and the tank emblem is a stylized version of the Bar and Shield with the bar
stretched out to the rear. A rubber mounted sealed beam headlight with a dimmer switch
mounted to the handlebar. The three-wheeled Servi-Car becomes the very first Harley-Davidson
motorcycle to receive an electric starter Delco Remy. New full width die-cast aluminum brake
drum in the front and aluminum tappet guides. Warranty claims were now welcomed at any HD
dealership regardless of the purchase place with proof of warranty. New 12 volt electrical
system, with a new 12 volt generator with both models sharing the same voltage regulator The
change to the 12 volt system prompted a Service Bulletin advising not to use the earlier style
brushes brushes on the new 12 volt systems which could result in short brush life and damage
to the armature commutator. Starting on April 30, , with engine number 65XLH, the spark plug
has been changed from a 5 to a 4 on Sportsters. The 4 is a hotter plug that gave better results
for break-in and normal service. It also eliminated wet fouling tendencies under low loads which
are common during engine break-in. The 5 was still recommended after break-in if driven hard
at highway speeds of the era. Late production motorcycles were equipped with the new style
levers with the exception of the Sportster which only switched to the new throttle side lever.
Batteries were thinner with a pad between them. Magneto Ignition System now mounted on a
movable plate allowing for advanced or retarded spark timing Adjusting cam for setting shock
pre-load. This adjusting cam on the XLH and Electra Glide covered style shocks later had to be
factory changed to a smaller diameter to eliminate the step at the bottom end to prevent contact
with the cam and the cover when the shock telescopes to the compressed position. The mistake
should have been re-stamped and corrected by the dealership before delivery to the customer.
The MoCo directed the dealerships to check the torque of cylinder base nuts on Electra Glide,
Servi-Car and Sportster models before customer delivery due to the discovery at the factory of
torque loss and metal stretch due to initial run-in. A technical bulletin went out to dealerships
regarding the need to check the shifter cam assemblies on high mileage Sportsters for possible
damage to the support dowel pins before dis-assembling the tranny to diagnose shifting
problems. Last year of the complete master service manuals which included all model
motorcycles combined , dealer only editions. They were to be discontinued by the MoCo as a
standard practice due to more HD models being added to the line-up which made the manual
too large. New year supplements were to be added to the earlier manuals to update them to
cover current models. New two-piece, oil control, piston ring installed on Sportster and Electra
Glides featuring a ventilated cast iron double edged scraper ring with a separate expander
spring behind it. This replaced the old rail type oil control rings. However, the part number A
stayed the same for new style oil control ring as was for the old one. Dual venturi "Tillotson"
diaphragm carb with an automatic economizer, positive-action acceleration pump and a large
capacity air cleaner. Starting with engine number 66XLCH produced after August 10, , an update
to the Tillotson was implemented featuring a new inlet valve lever, needle and seat to correct
problems such as a high speed lean condition caused by vibration and the needle sticking due
to dirt in the carburetor. The right crankcase had a fillet added at the base of the countershaft
low gear boss starting with engine no. The transmission countershaft low gear received a
counter-bore machined at the right case fillet area to provide clearance and prevent the gear
from jamming at that point. Rear Diamond and Rex drive chains now come with a press fit side
connecting link for improved chain durability. The slip fit connector used previously was
suggested for emergency use only. Duckworth chains retained the slip fit connector. All early
Sportsters up until were kickstart only. This new hose was sold in 25' lengths only and
suggested to be resistant to ozone cracks. It was recommended to replace the old type hoses in
questionable service when brought in with the new type hose material. This new rubber hose
material was originally used only on mid Electra Glides equipped with Tillotson Carbs. As of
October 16, , a new oil recommendation was issued for all HD 4-cyle models to reflect the trend
towards lighter oils made possible through the development of better lubricating properties.
The lighter oils greatly improved the ease of kick starting a motorcycle. A safety defect was
issued adding a spark plug cable guide to all XLCH models on the carb manifold lower
mounting stud to keep the plug wires from coming in conflict with the throttle lever cable. From

September 20, through the model season, a Rim, Tire and Tube Flap was installed on the rear
wheel only which replaces the standard rim strip. New single 12V battery replaced the dual 6V
ones. The frame on the XLH was doglegged kicked-back just above the swing arm pivot to
accommodate the new battery box and electric start. The XLH swing arm was lengthened
accordingly. The long frame has the seat post tubes set 1. HD faces a financial crisis. Beginning
on May 1, , all oil is being drained from oil tanks prior to shipment to dealers to prevent wet
sumping. If the dealer had the bike an extended period of time, they were instructed to drain the
oil again and tag it as empty. All late Electra Glide and Sportster models received an upgrade on
the "Tillotson" carbs incorporating a ball check valve in the accelerator pump passage of the
plastic cover. This was to provide a positive seal against air bleeding back from the venturi into
the fuel chamber. All Electra Glide and Sportster models now are equipped with a new clutch
and brake control cable anchor pin. The notch for inserting the cable is now in the side of the
new anchor pin instead of at the bottom. The cable ferrule slides into the open slot in the anchor
pin with the slot facing toward the inside of the lever. HD was family owned until the buyout
from AMF. All motorcycles shipped after Jan 1, are equipped with a front brake lever stoplight
switch on the front brake control lever to conform with Federal Motor Vehicle Safety standards
The MoCo began a new practice of setting ignition timing on Electra Glide, Servicar and
Sportster models with the circuit breaker cam fully advanced instead of in the retarded position
done in the past. Starting on January 3, , the MoCo changed the size of the wire of the two
ignition timer weight springs on Electra Glide and Sportster models to increase the speed at
which timing advance occurred. This was to insure that the spark timing would be fully retarded
at cranking speed and will advance gradually as RPMs increase to the fully advanced position.
The MoCo noticed a flywheel sprocket shaft Timken bearing endplay issue on Electra Glides
upon replacing the original bearings. Usually, a set of bearings coming from the manufacturer
will supply the correct endplay when installed. However, to bring the endplay within specs it
was possible, after careful measurements, to still require a 0. This didn't affect Sportsters as
much since the endplay specs are a bit wider ranged Electra Glide - 0. New standard exhaust
with stacked mufflers and separate headers and the first use of the exhaust crossover pipe with
stacked duals. It was also suggested to retro-fit earlier motors with this modification. A new
numbering system for both engines and frames is implemented for all Harley Davidson vehicles.
It consists of a model code, 5 digit serial number, a manufacturer's identification and the model
year. A number of year model Tillotson Carburetors were received and installed by HD that had
a defective idle mixture needle They had a blunt end instead of the tapered end. Defective
needles were replaced when discovered. A loose handle on the gas tank valve will not allow
enough fuel flow to the engine, possibly resulting in engine slowdown especially at high
speeds. There should be no more than. Add enough shims to provide only a slight clearance
when the valve is closed to obtain maximum diaphragm opening when the valve is open. Wheel
balancing is recommended by the MoCo. Because automotive wheel weights would not fit the
Sportster aluminum rims and later type steel rims; HD released spoke balancing weights which
surround and press onto the spoke nipple and are approved as a wheel balancing alternative.
On the Bonneville salt flats near Wendover, Utah, racer Cal Rayborn breaks the world record for
land speed set by a motorcycle. The vehicle is a sixteen foot streamliner powered by a single
Sportster engine, and averages just over mph. US auto makers develop catalytic converters and
as it was found that the leaded gas was poisoning the converters, fuel manufacturers were
ordered to begin building engines to run on unleaded gasoline by A rocker arm gasket was
added between the rocker box and the head to prevent possible oil leakage caused by slight
differences between the two surfaces. There was no gasket installed here in prior years. This
gasket could be retro-fitted back to Sportsters. HD began installing tapered bead C - Section
wheels and 'Special' Goodyear tires as a matched combination. This new wheel tire combo was
only implemented in the Sportster lineup on 'high ground clearance' models with the 'low
ground clearance' models using a straight bead set. The affected wheels are identified with the
tire off as having a 2. The type Sportster rear brake light switch was now being supplied with
mounting hardware as a kit, with wiring, for replacement of earlier switches used back to The
engine was housed in a proven KR-style swingarm chassis with Ceriani forks. The striking
orange and black bodywork was the design of the Wixom Brothers. The engine made
competitive horsepower, but the heat it produced led to self-destructive tendencies. When it
debuted in , there were still teething problems to solve, but the basic package was a winner. The
MoCo produced small batches of the complete machine in , , and First year of publication of
Easy Rider Magazine A new class of motorcycle, the cruiser, is born. A spark plug port repair kit
Heli-Coil was made available for repairing damaged spark plug threads in the head. A safety
defect was issued for some Sportsters produced between February 2 and February 26,
assembled with defective rear wheel hubs with incomplete brazed joints causing the tack welds

to break. This allowed the spoke flange to move on the hub and loosen the spokes. The new
fuels contain additives such as phosphorous which replaces tetra-ethyl-lead and test results
reveal that these additives may not provide the same type of performance and engine protection
received from leaded gas. Extensive use of low or non leaded gas may cause piston damage in
2 or 4 cycle and accelerated wear and scuffing of the valves in 4 cycle engines. The MoCo
revealed an easier way to make clutch adjustments by removing the access plug from the chain
compartment cover instead of the need to remove the cover as outlined in the FSM and owners
manuals for and later Sportsters. A safety defect was issued on a number of Sportsters
produced from November 1, to March 29, without the 3 position stake operation performed on
the rear left side fork bearing lock nut on the swingarm. A safety defect was issued on a number
of Super Glide and Sportster models produced with the front wheel bearing lock ring installed
backwards which can result in the front wheel to be loose or the bearing to lock up. The
retaining ring is flat on one side and beveled on the other. The circuit breaker cam , or ignition
timer cam, newly designed for the model year was redesigned for the model year and was
recommended as a replacement for parts order on model Sportster, Electra Glide and Super
Glide models. XR : The new, more powerful, more reliable aluminum alloy XR debuts with two
versions including a dirt track and a road racer model and becomes the dominant dirt track
racer through the next three decades. Rod length 6. Engine weight: app lbs. Rocker arm ratio 1.
Ceriani front forks with 4. Dirt Track Version : Wheel base Road Race Version : one year only in
production William H Davidson, chairman, retires from the company. Motorcycle production is
upgraded when all assembly operations are moved to a modern , square foot plant in York, PA.
All other production operations remain in Milwaukee and Tomahawk. The Capitol Drive plant in
Milwaukee begins production of engines. A safety defect was issued for some early production
XL and XLCH models that were made without a retaining clip to hold the wires to the fender near
the tail light bulb socket which allowed the wires to loop outward into the tire well. A group of 28
motorcycles initially produced with the reinforced frame issue resolved were sent to the U.
Army that required the fender relocation. After winning at Daytona in , the road racing program
struggled as the motorcycle manufacturer entered a period of financial difficulties and could no
longer support a team. Though the company would continue to dominate dirt track, and would
make a brief return to Daytona in the Battle of the Twins in , Harley-Davidson effectively said
goodbye to road racing in But it was just a matter of time before it returned. Single disc front
hydraulic disc brakes Starting July 1, , there was a new Kick Starter Gear Assembly installed
with new kick starter gear, bushing and spacer. The new 'pressed in' bushing has a Teflon
coated lead bearing surface on a steel ball shell. The gear has a groove for the starter gear
spring and the spacer length and diameter were increased to fit the new gear. Late models
produced after May 1, received a top end make-over with new heads, head gaskets, cylinders
and head bolts. These new parts are not interchangeable with older engines due to the different
bolt pattern up top. A disc brake caliper stud type mounting pin was made available by the
MoCo for replacement of the original riveted type pin that could work it's way loose. Plant
security tightens with stricter security procedures in place following the then -current
employee, John Buschman, for major theft. To prevent failed coils and poor ignition troubles,
the MoCo suggested the dealers test all of their stock supply and all and motorcycles in for
servicing that were suspect of having ignition problems. Due to a production oversight,
lubricant was omitted on the ignition key switch indexing plate which could cause the switch to
bind up. From a May 31, transmission from California Department of Motor Vehicles Governor,
Ronald Reagan , the director of the DMV sent a letter to all California vehicle dealers advising of
a problem involving the resale of any vehicle previously owned by military personnel. Military
authorities informed the DMV of this issue. Late clutch changes include a new pressure plate
and six spacers over the studs between the pressure plate and the releasing disc to set spring
set-up pressure to a controlled amount. A conversion kit was available to convert E73 models to
the new 74 style set-up. The fuse wire protects wiring between the battery and the lighting,
ignition and accessory circuit breakers. In place of this HD part, any 20 gauge braided wire will
work also. This was done to strengthen that area on the fender where the security system alarm
is mounted to protect against cracking of the mounting holes in the fender. Bolt on versions
were available for E models with the security system. Mid models received a new swingarm
bearing kit containing 2 bearings which are 0. These were machined to prevent interference
between the rocker arm and the inside of the rocker cover due to a thickness variation in the
covers. Last year of the right side shifter Per the MoCo, dealers were to instruct their customers
that any alterations to the motorcycle outside of factory specs may void their warranty. The
Moco left it up to the individual dealer as to whether an alteration on the motorcycle affected the
warranty since some alterations may be unrelated to a defect or failure of OEM parts. Since
front forks and exhaust alterations were common, these were strictly prohibited before sale or

while under warranty. California Vehicle Code Section District Court by the Motorcycle Industry
Council. By October of , a Service Bulletin from the MoCo reads that all V-Twin models now
operate with the headlight and tail light on in the ignition position as well as the ignition and
lights position due to the increasing number of states requiring headlight operation during
daylight hours. New US car models made with catalytic converters which require unleaded
gasoline. Regular leaded may be used as temporary until premium can be located in case
certain stations are out at the time. HD still cautions against the use of low or no leaded gas. A
new shifter linkage to put the foot shift on the left side and a new rear brake linkage to put brake
on the right side. New fuel tank petcock no reserve as before. HD issues a new engine
crankcase ordering procedure to which the dealer had to hold the customer's crankcases until
the new case arrives to them and then the customer crankcase was to be destroyed by the
dealer not shipped back to the factory under any circumstance. The order form had to be
notarized by a notary public, police or DMV official before sending it to the factory. Crankcase
had to be ordered as a matched set and for replacement only preventing a stock supply by the
dealer. Full engines were available for parts stocking without having a notarized order form. HD
issued a chart listing for the Bendix carburetor main jet size identifications since the jets are not
labeled by jet size but only the Bendix part number that is stamped on the hex head section of
the jet. Due to the decals being sprayed with a hard protective clear enamel on the finished
product, the MoCo decided to replace the tanks and fairings along with new colorfast decals as
a warranty item. The linings could separate from the brake shoe due to a bonding adhesive
issue. The conversion kit contains all necessary mounting hardware to replace 1 side. Late
models received a new Keihin non-CV or butterfly carburetor. Petcock changes: E76 models
received a new part number petcock still using a vertical outlet for use with the Bendix carb.
With drag style handlebars, unique engine and paint treatments, the Low Rider lives up to its
name by placing the rider in a lowered seating position than was typical. Willie G. Davidson's
dynamic version of the Sportster, the Cafe Racer, is released. HD issues a new frame ordering
procedure before stamping replacement frame VINs. VINs parts ordered that were not
compatable with the frame ordered, were not allowed as a measure to assist in helping to
further prevent theft of vehicles. There was a change in the ignition advance lubrication
procedure. Never Seez or Locktite Anit-Sieze was suggested for dealer use along with a high
temp grease on the point cam rubbing block. A quantity of special oil pumps s , assembled in
early CC engines, have oversize oil pump body 0-rings which are assembled in the groove in the
check valve bore to seal the pump cover. This oversize 0-ring , must be used in place of the
standard 0-ring on these pumps only. Some roller bearing parts stock were found to have
incorrect diameters. Two of those part numbers are gear shaft and crank pin front rollers A for
Sportsters. In light of this oversight, a listing of part numbers with their correct dims and
tolerances was issued. The MoCo issues a bulletin on hydraulic brake system maintenance. HD
issued a list containing part numbers and adjustments for the variable components for Keihin
carburetors used on and cc engines. These linings, first, had to be bonded and then riveted to
the brake shoe by the factory. For this reason, these linings will no longer be sold separately.
Use riveted and bonded brake shoe and lining set B instead. A safety defect was issued on
August 26, regarding a quantity of electric start XL motorcycles produced from June June 28,
having the new Showa rear shocks assembled with cupped washers on the mounting studs
instead of flat washers and of the new design Showa shocks shipped to dealers as spare parts
from June July 28, A Safety Defect was issued on June 12, regarding all XLCR models having
pushrods in the rear master cylinder with insufficient contact area with the plastic piston. Alan
Sputhe designed and built a set of dual carburetor aluminum heads for the cc street Sportster
that he raced at El Mirage Dry Lake in Southern California. This machine was timed at m. A
newly designed breather valve was installed on engines produced around October 15, All cc
engine numbers 3A, 4A or 2G H7 and above had the new breather valve. By late , shorter bolts
were used to mount the headlight bracket. New oil pump design fitted with gerotors instead of
gears and consisting of two gerotor pumps in the same pump housing. The feed pump forces
oil to the engine while the scavenger pump collects and returns oil back to the oil tank. In a
gerotor type pump, oil is transferred from the inlet to the outlet as it is trapped between the
rotating inner and outer gerotors. Large 3. Rear passenger pegs Rear passenger hand hold
behind seat Gerotor style oil pump Confederate Edition Sportsters were sold for the season
only. Read more here in the Sportsterpedia. There were reportedly no changes mechanically
speaking for this special limited addition to the lineup. There is very little documentation on the
Confederate Edition which is accepted as due to it's controversial overtones. Front fender decal
resembling the insignia that was on the caps of the Confederate soldiers during the Civil War.
See list of technical service bulletins here in the Sportsterpedia. HD closes the factory down in
June. HD outlined the Clean Air Act of as it affected the company and it's customers. Starting

June 10, new Truarc piston pin retaining rings were installed on and cc models. This Truarc
type lock ring has holes for Truarc Pliers The groove in the piston pin bore has been changed to
accommodate the new pin lock ring which replaces the Spirolox retaining ring This coming after
many customers and dealers alike have stated that their selling dealer assured them they could
return their motorcycle to any dealer for warranty service. This occurred most often when the
customer purchased a motorcycle from other than the nearest dealer. Then, when service was
required, they naturally expected the local dealer to honor their warranty and were quite upset
when warranty service was refused and they were referred to their selling dealer. The MoCo
makes recommendation on proper cam gear selection for quiet operation. HD makes
recommendation for corrective measures regarding carburetion and the new breaker-less
Prestolite electronic ignition system on , and cc models and emissions control design changes.
The procedure for lacing 16 inch wheels changed to make them easier to lace in production. The
relationship of the spoke flanges on the wheel hubs changed to match the new lacing pattern.
Rims, spokes and nipples did not changed. In some cases, the starter relay used on , and cc
models may develop corroded contacts because of moisture under wet road conditions. A
Safety Defect was issued on early XLH models with inadequate rear brake linkage parts from
February 15, to March 22, Within the front brake master cylinders, the plunger piston bore
diameter was honed up to. Sputhe Engineering began building complete Sportster based cc
aluminum XR type engines. Maximum permissible level of 0. Last official year for kickstart
engines New breakerless Prestolite electronic ignition system replaces the circuit breaker
ignition system. A kit was also available to convert models to the new electronic ignition
system. Carburetor modification kits including jet s and an accelerator pump stop screw were
made available for cc, cc and cc models to provide leaner fuel mixtures when operating at
elevations above feet sea level. For a period of one month from January 9 to February 8, , , and
cc motorcycles were produced with the crankcase number stamped on the engine number pad
instead of the VIN frame number in this location. Upon a considerable investigation and
analysis, it was felt that the advantages of the old system out-weighed the advantages of the
new system and it was decided to revert to the duplication of the engine and frame VIN numbers
which had been in effect since Changes were made in early production engines to improve the
engagement of the clutch teeth between the mainshaft 2nd gear and the clutch gear. This
upgrade was recommended as a replacement for earlier transmissions, especially those with
severe shifting service where rounding of the gear teeth is likely to occur. Mid year change to
discontinue using lockplates and screws on V-Twin flywheels for improved serviceability. New
swingarm change to include a rear fork cap for adjusting the axle. Brake disc upgraded to a
harder stainless steel Brake pad material changed to work better with the new brake discs. Early
Sportster models received a new polished front master cylinder. Late models received a black
front master cylinder replacing the polished one. Rear drum brakes replaced with disc brake
and master cylinder XLS - later named Roadster. For - , the one-way, external, foo-foo valve and
the six-inch metal vent tube at the front of the timing cover were done away with. Instead, a
one-way valve was built-in inside the timing cover. US Government asked the MoCo to
'complicate' their identification numbers due to an increase in theft. Harley-Davidson debuts the
FLT with its vibration dampening, rubber-isolated drivetrain and unique trailing front fork. The
engine and five-speed transmission are hard bolted together. Harley-Davidson releases the FXB
Sturgis model, employing belt drive, black chrome appointments and 80 cubic inch engine. Last
year model of the XR as a full motorcycle production bike. Engine kits only were sold from to
The pad the battery rests on is thick enough to allow the battery to be pushed over the carrier
retaining edge until the battery vent tube fitting is wedged against the oil tank which could
break the fitting. The fix was to glue 2 battery cover pads together and attach them the oil tank
to create separation of the tank and the battery. The condition of the rear shock absorber upper
and lower mounting bushings should be checked at least every 5, miles since excessive
looseness of the bushings could affect proper shock absorber function. Existing parts stock
was inspected and corrected. Dealers were to make sure any customer purchases of these
items were called and exchanged. These XLCR shocks were modified to incorporate the same
spring and damping rate of the XL shocks but were chrome instead of the standard XL black
shocks so the only difference is appearance. Starting with crankcase , oil return holes in the
cylinder head gasket have been elongated egg-shaped to prevent blockage from slight
alignment differences possible when installed The part number didn't change for the new
gasket. A template was included with this bulletin to modify old parts stock gaskets to the new
shape. There is a possibility of high pressure oil leakage around the oil passage between the
upper crankcase cover and the crankcase. Since November of , the crankcase castings have
been reworked and modified to eliminate this possibility. As a part of that revision, the
crankcase cover gaskets used in production and in stock have been modified to not only fit the

revised castings but also to eliminate the possibility of oil leakage on earlier crankcases. The oil
passage hole in the top middle of the gasket was elongated slotted. The old parts stock at the
dealer without the slots had to be elongated using a template supplied from the factory. Inspect
brake stop bracket welded to muffler for the correct bend periodically. A quantity of ignition
coils used on all models, failed at low mileage. The problem was an internal breakdown of the
windings within the coil. The timing marks have been revised on all and later cc crankcase
number and up and cc models to enable the timing to be set electronically at the factory. New
Magnavox Electronic Ignition System with a full electronic advance containing no mechanical
advance mechanism to adjust. The entire spark and timing system is controlled by the ignition
module assembly. Should the engine timing not advance properly or the spark be off, just
replace the entire module. Note, you cannot use a solid core spark plug wire. You must use
carbon core plug wires. Sportster engines changed from the old type 4 or 5 to the new 4R5. The
original 4R5 still had the markings, but carried a black terminal at the end to distinguish it as the
new resister type plug until the supply ran out. Then they were marked as 4R5 with the same
gap as before. This was also a warranty replacement item. Upgrade to cast iron valve guides
instead of steel on all HD models. Cast iron guides can be reamed to size allowing for more
accurate clearances , are more self-lubricating due to the graphite found in the carbon of the
iron and they are more compatible with unleaded gas. New heads with 3 angle valve seats Front
, Rear for Sportsters contain the new the cast iron guides and use new valve spring collars that
were designed specifically for these guides new replacement heads for a pre model must use
the new lower spring collars. The old collars will not work with the new cast iron valve guides.
Since the new valve guides will not fit in pre heads, cast iron valve guides will soon be a direct
replacement for the current steel guides. These interchangeable replacement guides for pre
models only will not need the new spring collars. New intake and exhaust valves. HD had two
suppliers for these valves Nittan and Eaton. Either brand is a standard replacement. These
valves will fit all the way back to the model year but you cannot use old valves intake or exhaust
with any new cast iron valve guide introduced in due to the 3 angle valve job. In compliance
with EPA regulations, the carburetors are totally non-adjustable by the customers. There is no
low speed mixture screw to set. The air cleaner has been tightly sealed and a drain hose and
plug has been added to the assembly. This allows the condensation to drip into the hose rather
than onto the engine or rider. Simply remove the drain plug every miles, when you do the
normal air cleaner maintenance, and drain the fluid from the hose. Check to be sure there is no
blockage within the tube, then reinsert the plug. In the past, oil mist and moisture could
condense within the air cleaner and drip down onto both the engine and the rider's leg. New
spin-on automotive type oil filter as standard equipment. The right side cover has been modified
to allow you to check the battery water level without removing the cover. The inner sprocket
cover has been removed which allows for easier brake accessibility for maintenance. Starting
in, July of , this screw was replaced with a large hex head screw A to provide for a means of an
accurate torque measurement in lb and the threads were sealed with Loctite Lock 'N Seal.
Dealer were to replace the old screw 'if' they ended up working on a motorcycle that had one.
New Marzocchi front forks with 5. Paint colors Click here to download the Painted Parts List. HD
shareholders celebrate with a York to Milwaukee ride. Close to clerical positions are eliminated.
The Vehicle Identification Number VIN was expanded to 17 digits including codes for country of
origin, maker, bike weight, engine displacement, introduction date, a check digit and which
factory made it. The MoCo had a problem with piston ring kits date code and in that there was a
possibility that the oil control rings in the kits were the wrong size. Check ring gap for proper
measurement when installing. The torque value in the service manual for rocker arm acorn nuts
is incorrect. The correct torque value is ft-lbs. Always check the fitment of battery covers and
avoid contact to the battery positive terminal. The E ignition module has a four second delay
that may cause a problem on kick-start motorcycles, where there may be a pause between
kicks. The original height was 2. In October, HD issues a new tire fitment chart, with the
introduction of Dunlop tires, for all models from He will become the most successful racer in
Harley-Davidson history, accumulating 93 career victories and, more incredibly, winning 9
Grand National Champion titles in a year period. Milwaukee Edition All model motorcycles are
equipped with a dual cable pull-pull throttle assembly. The throttle cable pulls the throttle
butterfly open when turned counter-clockwise as on previous models while the idle cable pulls
the butterfly closed when the grip is turned clockwise. The carburetor is equipped with a return
spring which closes the throttle when grip is released as on previous models. New petcock with
a reserve tube. The transmission vent hose routing was changed on late models and was
suggested as a practice for E models as well. The hose should now be routed under the starter,
over all of the oil lines and the rear brake line, and down between the pivot bolt and swingarm.
Applied to the front of the outer caliper half, it helps to prevent caliper rattle. Milwaukee Edition :

See more here on this model. Reportedly, only of these motorcycles were produced. One for
every Harley Dealership. One extra for the top Harley Dealers. Four for promotional purposes.
First year application of MAN materials as needed or just in time for production. Inspect and
re-route the cable if necessary. All standard sized pistons are graded for size in. The normal
brake pad inspection interval is miles for all and later models. This is adequate under normal
riding conditions. More frequent inspections should be made if the motorcycle is ridden under
more adverse conditions steep hills, heavy traffic, etc. Sportster fuels requirements have
changed. A lower compression ratio was achieved by the addition of a thicker head gasket. This
allowed for the use of regular grade unleaded fuel 89 octane as opposed to the unleaded
premium stated in the current service and owner's manuals. Testing has shown that prolonged
use of unleaded fuel is bad on the valve train. Dealers were advised to relay this information to
their customers. Thicker head gasket to lower compression ratio. New 13 amp generators
featuring thrust washers 4 thicknesses to adjust armature endplay from. A limited number of E
XL engines were assembled without the communized flywheel taper design. New rear brake
caliper with the same square seal design but the brake pads are now supported on the caliper
bracket to make changing pads easier. New hand levers and switches. Low maintenance
battery. The washer fits inside the O-ring under the right end screw of the rocker arm shaft.
Never use more than 1 washer on the shaft L models have a new clamp-on two piece exhaust
system. Due to size differences, parts from the two different exhaust systems cannot be
interchanged. A foot rest chain protector was made available that fits over the footrest bracket
to prevent contact between the final drive chain and the passenger footrest bracket.
International Trade Commission levies a five year tariff on Japanese motorcycles cc and over.
Oil tank drain method: Using hose clamp pliers HD 04 , loosen and slide the clamp from the oil
drain hose to the plug bracket. Disconnect the hose and drain the oil from tank into suitable
drain pan. Upon reinstallation of the drain hose, connect the hose to the plug bracket and
secure it with the clamp. If the oil pressure light stays on, air may have been introduced in the
oil system making it necessary to prime the oil pump. Reports were received indicating that
tumbling stone contamination may have been existent in Late - Early engines with crankcase
VINs Tumbling stones are used in the polishing process of tappet bodies and occasionally can
become wedged within the tappet body. The retention of a tumbling stone in the tappet
assembly will cause premature tappet wear. If contamination has occurred and tumbling stone
material is allowed to circulate through the engine for an extended period of time, some engine
damage will eventually occur. Affected engines will first show excessive wear of one tappet
guide assembly. The number of transmission mainshaft R shims for parts order increased to a
total of 10 sizes these parts will retrofit Sportster transmissions back to K Models. HD issued a
new tire fitment chart for correct matching of tire, tubes and wheels for models. It was
determined through testing that an increase in the maximum allowable cam gear shaft end play
does not contribute to an increase in noise or prove to be detrimental to component operation
Higher compression ratio 8. This higher compression ratio along with a new two stage ignition
system VOES , provides increased performance while allowing use of leaded regular grade
gasoline. Pistons upgraded with a. The piston is identified by a chamfered edge on the crown.
Piston rings now include a beveled barrel-faced moly-filled top ring, a taper-faced second ring
and a three piece oil control ring with chrome plated rails and a corrugated expander. New
finish to cylinder and head gaskets. The gasket surface has a new finish appearing similar to
the grooves of a phonograph record. The soft copper head gasket conforms to the finish and
prevents oil leakage at the oil return passages. Torque values stayed the same at ft-lbs. A
2-stage computerized microprocessor module including a Vacuum Operated Electric Switch
VOES added to the ignition system and is programmed with 2 spark advance timing curves to
meet varying engine loads. New ignition module plugs to prevent intermixing of ignition
components with earlier Magnavox modules and sensors. A jumper wire can be fabricated to
perform module and sensor checks of components. Late Oil pump assembly design
modification. This new assembly will retrofit to E83 XL engines: Gerotor gears now fabricated
without the chamfered top and bottom on the outer diameters as was in the E and earlier
gerotors. L83 pump bodies and covers have an under-cut or relief to accommodate for
clearances with the new gerotors. Passenger footpeg mounts on the swingarm The vent relief
pressure has been reduced on the screw type fuel caps by utilizing a softer spring and should
help eliminate a lean condition. New shoulder-less intake and exhaust valve guides for cc
engines beginning with crankcase number A new style thrust washer is used on Late 83 XL
production engines to control transmission mainshaft endplay. Also, the new washer is thicker
and has no tang to prevent rotation as the old style thrust washer has. The roll pin in the
crankcase has also been eliminated. Late 83 XL ignition modules and sensor assemblies are
being made with rubber rather than plastic components to improve service life and avoid

possible separation of the connectors in the field resulting from loose fitting components. Black
flat track handlebars Small front fender with fender struts. Very little chrome. First year only ,
models were available in black paint only. The later ones were available in other colors mainly
red and blue with chrome pipes. This model Ironhead is what the '86 Evo styling was based on.
The new VOES is identified by a white dot at the vacuum hose connection. Paint colors: Click
here to download the Painted Parts List. XLX: Vivid Black. The new V2 Evolution engine
introduced on many Big Twin models is more oil tight, maintenance free, lighter in weight,
cooler running and more powerful. Due to a number of plastic vent hoses coming off the battery
hose nipple, starting in mid December of , all motorcycles shipped from York except FLH with a
rubber vent hose were fitted with a battery hose clamp On the affected wheels, the automotive
type weights must be replaced with spoke weights or sticky back weights. To aid the stamping
operation, the locations of the crankcase numbers on the following case halves were changed
to a different location on that case half opposing case half numbers remained the same as
before : The MoCo advised to use sulfuric acid with a specific gravity of 1. Also, the ball type
hydrometers are not as accurate as the Kent Moore type HD It is not recommended to add this
higher specific gravity acid to batteries already in use. Recall Certain XL models - alternator
rotor magnets. See Service Bulletin M City of Chicago first to order end of all leaded gasoline
sales since New York City ended ban on leaded gas in Beginning with crankcase , a production
change incorporates a new crankcase set and a pressed in mainshaft bearing while using the
same transmission mainshaft, roller bearing and retaining ring as before. The new crankcase
set was also sold as replacement parts for Sportsters. The new seal and bearing race are not
interchangeable with earlier crankcase components. Mainshaft 1st gear A is now flat on both
sides allowing it to be installed with either face toward the crankcase instead of one side having
a recess on the rear face. This new gear will retrofit 54 and up models. It also requires the
removal of the crankcase roll pin and the replacement of the hooked thrust washer to the newer
circular thrust washers. The new sprocket shaft nut encloses the end of the mainshaft and
creates a metal to metal seal between the sprocket, lockwasher and nut when torqued to ft lbs.
To use this nut on E84 models, a modification to the inner or outer sprocket cover respectively
will have to be made to prevent interference between the nut and the cover. L84 - new
transmission access cover trapdoor. L84 - beginning with crankcase manufactured after July
26,, the mainshaft fourth gear bearing assembly is now retained within a shoulder in the new
trapdoor. Countershaft 4th gear also has been redesigned to eliminate the recess on the surface
away from the access cover. This new gear will also retrofit and up models. L84 - Alternator
stator replaced the generator. The stator is attached directly to the trapdoor. Right crankcase
number moved to the lower face below the gear case near and under 4 cam beginning with right
case Front caliper mounting bolt torque specs changed from ft lbs. The rear axle nut torque
specs have been changed from ft lbs. Wheel bearing endplay, however, remained the same.
Bearing endplay must be checked after tightening the axle nut. Tubeless tires on the cast rims.
Paint colors: Click here to download PAB XR Slate Gray. Direct lubrication of the XL cam gear
teeth allows tighter gear fitment and gear backlash and noise are reduced a slight gear whine is
normal and does not indicate gears are too tight. The new piston pin retaining ring for use on
XL engines same as used on EVO and XR pistons requires a modification to be done on the
piston pin retaining ring installer HD to extend it's use to the new style pistons requires cutting
a flat area. Beginning with crankcase manufactured after November 1, , pistons have a new style
cam ground, barrel shape. Piston rings include a moly-filled top ring, a taper-faced second ring
and a corrugated expander ring. December, to diversify its holdings, HD purchases the Holiday
Rambler Corporation, producers of quality motor homes. For vehicles sold for use in California
as part of the evaporative emissions kit the carburetor fuel overflow fitting was capped and the
overflow line was removed. Japan became the first nation to fully phase-out leaded petrol.
Sportster Fuel Requirements: 89 Octane or higher leaded or unleaded Beginning with the
following crankcase numbers, a new crank pin bearing set and revised flywheels were installed.
The late style gears can also be used for and up XLH models. There was a running change to
new style hydraulic lifters in for Sportsters. They were the same as those used in cc engines
beginning in the model year. This change was made to allow for one component to service the
entire product line. The new lifters were identified with the presence of two notches opposite
each other in the pushrod socket. Clutch cables are now made of a new heat resistant material.
Four speed transmission with the 'late style' gears being a running change as the old style
gears were depleted old or new style gears can be used. The old style gears cannot be used on
models. March 17, HD moves to have 5 year tariff lifted earlier than expected, sending a
message to Japan that HD can compete. First year of the HD traveling museum pulled by a
Peterbilt tractor. The museum displays HD memorabilia and seven motorcycles. HD, celebrating
85th anniversary with a Homecoming in Milwaukee attended by over 60, enthusiasts, organizes

a ride app 6, riders for muscular dystrophy. The incorrect pump rods were only 2. The correct
length pump rod is 2. XR Engines Only 37 XR engines got an upgrade Cam lobes and gears are
now pressed onto the shafts individually and then welded. Oil pump drive gear, spacer and
pinion gear now depend on clamp load to remain in position. It becomes fully operational in Bill
Davidson named director of operations of H. New assembly line for cc and cc Sportster engines
at Capitol Drive Plant results in relief on old line and overall improved quality. PPG formulated
new customized paints for Harley-Davidson for better paint quality, color selection, and match.
All models came with a plastic bag around the entire motorcycle to prevent corrosion and the
need for CRC spray. Sportster fuel requirements changed: 87 Octane or higher unleaded
Breather system moved from the crankcase to the heads with umbrella valves in rocker boxes.
Alternator moved from behind clutch to the crankshaft faster spinning rotor produces peak
output at lower rpm. Camshafts are now supported on the inboard side by bronze bushings for
reduced noise. The clutch pack had an increase in the number of clutch plates, material was
also changed from cork to paper. Jiffy stand re-located further back on frame for improved
customer access. The new location prevents the 5 speed engine from being retrofit to earlier
Sportster frames. A change in the break-in burnishing procedure for new brake pads and discs
was issued thru Tech Tip A limited number of used right side crankcase halves made available
useful for line reaming gearcase cover bushings. Dunlop tires no longer available from Dunlop.
HD dealerships now the only source for these OEM t1res. Replacement voltage regulators for L
XLs A may not be exactly the same as the unit being replaced. The wires exit from the
regulator's side housing instead of exiting from the rear as in the original. Oiling system bypass
in the filter pad was eliminated to 'borrow oil for the cam gear oiler' Improved oil check ball has
a post added to it to positively locate the parting line of the check ball on the ball seat. Cam gear
oiler - additional oil passage is located in gearcase to provide additional cam gear lubrication.
New sprocket nut with a flange to increase the clamp load applied to the face of the sprocket.
Wrist pin clips have changed in color from silver to bronze for visual verification of installation
Improved brake pad material and discs New halogen headlight assembly for improved resistant
to vibration and longer service life New style wiring connector plug to maintain clearance inside
the headlight bucket. New stronger headlight bracket offers better durability. Indicator Icons Internationally identified symbols on the warning lamps for easier identification Re-located
ignition switch, now preventing scratching of the horn cover Continuously vented gas tank New
front belt pulley nut retainer two bolts retaining the sprocket nut plate to prevent loosening CV
Carburetor changes- New float and needle design. Formed fuel and VOES hoses Improved
enrichener cable - change in spring design to reduce tension needed to activate enrichener
Chassis Fastener Corrosion Protection - Ultra-Seal process insures that fasteners will not
corrode This externally mounted system eliminates the reed valve from the intake tract. Late '92
- Head bolt counterbore, spark plug s1de, was reduced in depth for ease of manufacturing bolt
length increased Late - Cylinder base gaskets changed to improve crush resistance and gasket
seal-ability In late September, fender struts were slotted to make service and accessory
installation easier Lower suspension accomplished with new forks, shocks and side stand New,
embossed seat and buckhorn handlebars with handlebar mounted turn signals. Early models
will have turn signals mounted to triple clamp. XR now has a key replacing the splines to drive
the pinion and oil pump gears. New clearcoat for all models HD buys into the Buell Motorcycle
Company, expanding it's capacity to further research and development. June 12th, for 90th year
reunion, first time an interstate highway was ever closed down specifically for HD motorcycle
riders. An estimated , people ride in a parade of motorcycles. June 12th, Willie G leads 15,
strong, 35 miles North from the airport in Kenosha to the 90th year reunion held at Milwaukee's
Summerfest grounds. While installing a tire on the rim, water based lubricants may contribute to
corrosion of the rim. Oil based lubricants can cause deterioration of the rubber of either the
inner tube or the tire itself. It is recommended that you use a lubricant that is compatible with
the rim and rubber components. Now using an American made carbon emission filter
manufactured by Miniature Precision Components in Delavan, Wisconsin. Replacement screws
for CV Carb float bowls no longer have the captive lockwashers. Testing has shown the
lockwashers were not necessary. Two retrofit oil tank kits available for earlier Sportsters will
retrofit to all Sportsters except XR Alternator rotor fasteners changed from countersunk Allen
fasteners to hex bolts New cast iron oil pump drive gear A for increased service life,
implemented April 23, , will retrofit to later models Harley-Davidson enters Superbike racing
with the introduction of the VR, a dual overhead cam, liquid-cooled motorcycle. New improved
drive belt sprocket nut torquing procedure in production that is capable of doubling the clamp
load across that critical joint. Starting in late November, , the paint shop changed the internal
coating of the fuel tanks to a gray powder coating. Despite memorable performances during its
eight-year run, including a pole position in and podium finishes by Pascal Picotte in ,

Harley-Davidson concluded in that the VR was at the end of its development cycle and was no
longer competitive in the AMA Superbike series. While the program was ended following the
season, the VR Superbike racing program helped Harley-Davidson develop and refine
technologies such as liquid-cooling and electronic fuel injection. Chamfer added to shift forks
to permit adequate clearance of the fork in the new forged gear fork grooves. The chamfer is
needed for clearance in the fork groove in the forged slider gears being used in motorcycles. Oil
tank revised visually identified by relocated oil drain line which now runs to the frame instead of
nipple on underside of battery tray. The oil tank and battery tray mounting brackets have been
strengthened to make them more durable Both the oil tank return and vent lines now routed
above the sprocket cover on their way to the oil tank. New rear frame section made of more
durable forgings and rubber isolated rear fender at all mounting points New ignition switches
with an accessory position New one-piece battery cables All XL engines equipped with cc style
starter motors as a running change New forged transmission gears marked with a groove
around their circumference for identification Rivets are no longer used to retain the mufflers
New stainless steel single use muffler clamps eliminate the need for silicone or graphite tape to
ensure sealing New style cylinder studs and a new silicone beaded base gasket as a L running
change. New primary cover Engine sprocket seal now is now reversed during installation with
spring side facing engine Seal spacer I. Replaced small Derby cover with large 4-bolt full Derby
cover and quick-release clutch cable. There has been a change in the material used to construct
the wiper portion of valve guide seals. Transmission's shifter return spring was redesigned A to
eliminate any backlash present at the shifter shaft crank. October 1st, HD announces plans to
double production to , motorcycles annually by the year th anniversary. HD announces the
probability of building a new plant to accommodate the proposed increase in production.
December, US phases out leaded gasoline for road-use vehicles. Crankcase stamped number
1,2 or 3 to indicate the pinion race size moved to inside the gearcase below 2 cam bushing Feb
5th, Initial attempt to trademark the 'Harley' Potato-Potato sound. By the beginning of , all
inventory is moved from the original warehouse at Juneau Avenue to the new , sq. All OEM oil
filters are interchangeable between models however we recommend that you use the
appropriate filter for the model. All motorcycles should have the ignition timing checked with
the vehicle at idle rpm not at rpm as with earlier models. A shortened the oil tank dipstick A,
allowed for communized use between Sportster and Softail models. The location of the lower
level mark is the same. The upper fill mark not previously on Softails is applicable to all models.
Have difficulty removing stubborn Allen fasteners from the clutch and brake levers housings?
The tighter fit makes it less likely to strip the head during removal. The latest turn signal module
F does not incorporate the 10 second delay feature found in earlier modules required for and
earlier models with self-cancelling turn signal kit B. Warmer weather will bring some
motorcycles out of storage with a black spot in the odometer display. Apparently the cold
temperatures cause this. Running the vehicle in warmer temperatures will cause the spot to
disappear. Older mirrors sometimes get wobbly due to rust build-up on the pivot ball. Loosen
the screws and spray WD into the pivot and rock the mirror for a minute or so, then retighten
the screws. The spoke nipple is a new style, as a running change, which requires a special Torx
Plus driver for installation New outer clutch release ramp A has the coupler on the inside of the
ramp. A new , sq. The building is dedicated to Willie G. Powertrain Operations at Capitol Drive
expanded its capacity by moving FL engine and transmission production to a newly purchased
plant located in Menomonee Falls. New head torque procedure for Sportsters If you replace a
rear fender on a '94 and later XL model because of cracking, use P. Before replacing a voltage
regulator for improper output, check grounds for good connections. If you encounter a front
brake light flickering or staying on without use of brake, it may be due to the piston return
spring not returning to proper length. If you cannot get the round key into the lock, the tumbler
shifts out of the index position when the key is removed. This does not, however, disable the
lock permanently. These locks may still be operated by filing the ear from the key and inserting
in the required lock position. This will help re-align tumbler. HD celebrates its 95th Anniversary.
A new assembly facility opens in Manaus, Brazil, the first operations outside of the U. Erik Buell
is named Chairman of Buell operations. XL batteries cracks in the case is being caused by over
tightening the battery hold down strap. The strap nut should be tightened only until the
assembly is secure, not to the end of the threads. If the 2 black wires are switched, the unit will
not power-up and function. There was a minor change to the rocker box head gaskets B and C
The color changed from Gray to Green. The material is still the same, just a different color. A
process change for powder coat fluoride levels will cause the inside of the crankcase to look
stained or burnt up. This change will allow the powder coat to bond better. If you encounter a
speedometer cable boot that is damaged at the drive end from contact with the brake rotor.
Standard powertrain on a C chassis. There was a change made to the Sportster transmission

detent plate to improve shift quality. The zinc die cast part has had a material change to
powdered metal. The ramps were redesigned as well. The new part number is PN A. This change
occurred on April 22, New transmission shift detent plate see Service Notes As a result of
testing, a dedicated ground wire will soon be added to XLs produced in Kansas City European
Union bans leaded gasoline at the pump. Front axle redesigned with the same dims as previous
but with a shorter by app. New lifter anti-rotation pins are individual screw pins no plate to hold
them as previously. New AGM type batteries Inspired by the VR racing motorcycle, the V-Rod is
Harley-Davidson's first motorcycle to combine fuel injection, overhead cams and liquid cooling,
and delivers horsepower. A one-piece metal gasket will replace the two piece paper lower
rocker gaskets D and B. This new gasket is not reuseable. When installing this gasket make
sure the letters and numbers printed on the gasket are facing upward. Torque values remain the
same. Fuel tanks on all Sportster and Dyna models, and Softail models produced after January ,
are made from NiClad carbon steel. This material resists corrosion and eliminates the need for
an epoxy coating inside the tank. Trap door transmission eliminated cases must now be split to
access transmission. The torque has been increased for the flywheel sprocket nut for Later
Sportsters from to ft lbs. Last year for straight cut gears in the transmission. Shifter shaft
diameter and thus the primary cover different due to bushing opening being larger in from
Harley-Davidson unveils plans for an all-new museum in Milwaukee, scheduled for opening in
The XL N Nightster is introduced with black rims, fork gaiters, and a side mount license plate
holder. EFI Ignition implementation means some parts from won't fit anymore including seats
and rear fender due to ECM location. Introduction of N mid-year model different in some
markets including taller shocks in Europe, no cut fender or side-mount plate in Canada. The
Touring family now has an all new frame, providing longer wheelbase, lower seating position
and better maneuverability. Located at 6th and Canal streets, the Museum showcases hundreds
of classic and custom motorcycles, interactive exhibits and never-before-seen films and
photographs. Entertainment includes the Foo Fighters and Bruce Springsteen. That same
weekend, HOG marks 25 years with its own party. The U. Great Recession of , also known as the
Global Financial Crisis of , is considered by many economists to have been the worst financial
crisis since the Great Depression of the s. New head gasket eliminates the O-rings for cylinder
dowels. They can be installed either side up and will retro fit to earlier year models. The O-rings
A are also eliminated from gasket kits. Intro of hollow axles â€” both front and rear axles were
re-designed with a 25mm OD hollow body and fitted with 25mm sealed 2SSR wheel bearings.
Intro mid-year of new cylinder design with thin steel sleeves Sport-tuned Showa suspension
with 43 mm inverted front forks and pre-load adjustable twin rear shocks. Harley-Davidson
announces expansion into India. Also new is the history-inspired Cross Bones, a bobbed
factory custom. On October 30, , Buell Motorcycle Company closed its doors, bringing an end to
a year run. SuperLow replaces L 'Low' first stock XL with radial tires but on smaller wheels with
more shock travel - seat height slightly higher than previous L. Showa shocks with piggyback
nitrogen-charged reservoirs controlled ride at the rear - spring preload, plus compression and
rebound damping - can now be adjusted at both ends Full-floating Nissin front brake rotors mm
Significant changes for :. All models now fitted with a side mounted rear master cylinder N
shares skidded to a more than one-year low after the motorcycle maker cut its full-year
shipments forecast as demand weakens among its aging baby-boomer customers and fewer
millennials take to motorcycling. They also said it would need to cut production in second half
of , resulting in hourly workforce reductions at some of its U. General Info Cozens, dated May
31, This website uses cookies for visitor traffic analysis. By using the website, you agree with
storing the cookies on your computer. OK More information. Log In. Techincal Menu. Ironhead
Section. Evolution Section. Reference Section. Misc Resources. Gallery of Images. Visit our
host at: XLForum. Except where otherwise noted, content on this wiki is licensed under the
following license: CC Attribution-Share Alike 4. Make Harley-Davidson. Model Sportster. Make
Harley Davidson. This is a true piece of history There s more than an added wheel at work here.
You get every feature and improvement starting with the power of the all-new Twin-Cooled
Milwaukee-Eight engine. Other touring features include a 4-speaker, premium BOOM! Box 6. Get
into the middle of nowhere on this one and you won t be coming back anytime soon. Model
FXDL. Model Street Glide. Call Now!! During our inspection we installed new spark plugs,
adjusted the drive belt, adjusted the headlight. Model XLN - Iron No need to shine this machine.
Just get on and tear up the nearest street. A great leap forward in the dark arts. You re looking
at a pioneer of raw, blacked-out, stripped-down custom style. In the years since its introduction,
it has only gotten better. Fine-tuned suspension. Tuck and roll seat. Black cast aluminum
wheels with machined highlights
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. And blacked-out surfaces from fender to fender. You get everything you need. And nothing
you don t. Model Freewheeler. Confidence comes instantly in this saddle. Great opportunity to
do a little early Christmas shopping, plus get in a couple sweet leaf rides in this beautiful
weather! This is Harley Sportster cc. This was the last year for the true Harley, in they were
AMF. This bike has only been started once since the motor rebuild. Although I have never
personally started it. This was a project bike the guy never finished. I have a clear title and
matching numbers. Call with any questions Hollywood, FL. Gresham, OR. Burnet, TX. Baton
Rouge, LA. Coconut Creek, FL. Fort Rice, ND. Cheyenne, WY. Alert Successfully Created. Save
search. Motorcycles for Sale Harley Sportster. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Category - Engine 1, cc Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

